THE FARM PRODUCTS MARKETING ACT
(C.C.S.M. c. F47)

Turkey Quota Order, amendment*

Regulation 166/2010
Registered December 13, 2010

Manitoba Regulation 38/2008 amended

1 The Turkey Quota Order, Manitoba Regulation 38/2008, is amended by this order.

2 The following is added after section 37:

Special treatment of marketings of turkey egg producers
37.1 Notwithstanding the fact that a Turkey Egg Producer has been allotted a basic allotment, new base, and a market allotment for another category of turkey as required by subsection 3(2), unless the basic allotment for such other category or categories of turkey aggregates 60,000 kilograms or greater, the Board will treat the market allotments allotted to such Turkey Egg Producer as a single aggregate amount for the purpose of this Part, and all marketings of turkey by such Turkey Egg Producer as marketings under that single aggregate category.
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* This order is made under the Manitoba Turkey Producers Marketing Plan Regulation, Manitoba 38/2004, and is Order No. 2, 2010 of Manitoba Turkey Producers.
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